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Peoples of eastern origin in Medieval Hungary.
The cultural heritage of Pechenegs,
Uzes, Cumans and the Jász

Eastern ‘guest peoples’
Our book discusses the history and cultural heritage of peoples and fragments of peoples that arrived
in Hungary during the 10th–13th centuries AD from the East European steppes and were absorbed by
the Hungarians. The Pechenegs arrived in Hungary in several waves, in smaller and larger groups
during the 10th–11th centuries, followed in the second half of the 11th century sporadically by small
groups of Uzes; later on the Cumans and the Jász settled here during the 13th century, fleeing from the
Mongol invasion. In Hungary these peoples became military auxiliary groups: they formed a regular
light cavalry contingent in the royal army, participating in vanguard and rearguard actions and chasing
the enemy, while a few groups of the early incomers were assigned to border patrol duty. In medieval
Hungary a principle of ethnic labour division was followed, thus each people had its different role
according to their talents and skills.
It was generally held in 19th-century Hungarian historiography that these eastern peoples who
preserved their ethnic identity for a long time after their assimilation by the Hungarians, had actually
been relatives and originally spoke Hungarian. This view was refuted by later research in Oriental
Studies which demonstrated that the language of the Pechenegs and the Cumans can be classified as
a member of the Kipchak branch of Turkic languages, while the Uzes belong to the Oghuz branch and
the Jász spoke a North Iranian dialect. Since these were steppe peoples, however, there was a certain
similarity with the culture of the ancient Hungarians. As these peoples participated in the ethnogenesis
of the Hungarians, the study of their origin, historical past and cultural heritage is part of the research
on the early history of the Hungarians.
The medieval Hungarian Kingdom was characterized by ethnic diversity. For centuries, either
spontaneously or through organized resettlement, numerous foreign groups moved into the country
from the east and the west alike. According to the lists of the chronicles, Czechs, Poles, Saxons,
Thuringians, Rhinelanders, Hispanics, Italians, Armenians, Saracens, Pechenegs, Cumans and others
came to Hungary during the reign of St. Stephen (István) I (1000–1038) and later kings. The knights,
warriors, traders, craftsmen, miners, vintners, peasants and herdsmen coming from all directions could
expect security; they found here land suitable for settlement and the rule of the law, and could enjoy
certain privileges the so-called ‘guest peoples’ were entitled to.
St. Stephen, in his Admonitions written for his son, Prince Emeric (Imre), emphasized the importance
of receptiveness and tolerance towards foreigners as one of the basic principles of royal dignity: “For as
foreign guests come from diverse regions and provinces, they bring with them diverse learning and
arms, and all this embellishes the country, adorns the royal court, and deters foreigners from flaunting.
For a country of one language and one custom is weak and frail.”
Already at the end of the 9th century the land-taking Hungarians brought into the Carpathian Basin a
significant non-Hungarian population. These so-called ‘included peoples’ can be identified with the Kabars
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who left the Khazar Khaganate and joined the Hungarian tribal confederacy, and who are mentioned by
the Byzantine Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913–959) in his work On the Governance of the
Empire (De Administrando Imperio). The ethnic composition of the Kabars who were organized into one tribe
by the Hungarians can be discerned with the help of place-names in Hungary and information from medieval
charters. Khazar ethnicity is indicated by place-names such as Kazár, Kozár and Kozárd. The eponymous
population of places called Oszlár, Eszlár and Varsány may have descended from the Iranian-speaking Alans
of the Caucasus. The place-name Bercel might be connected to a Bulgar tribe living in Khazar territory, the
Bersil, and one of the Volga Bulgar tribes also bore this name. Some scholars hypothesize that place-names
like Berény, Ladány, Örs and Ság which appear in similar numbers and geographical distributions as the
names of the Hungarian tribes, may also indicate Kabar groups.
The most important ethnic component of the Kabar tribes were the Khwarezmians, indicated by the
Hungarian word káliz (Khalyzians), appearing in forms such as caliz, koaliz, Kalez in medieval charters,
while place-names such as Kalász, Káloz, Kálozd, Kaluz, Kálócfa, Koroncó indicate their settlements.
Due to their Muslim religion, they often appear in the sources as Ismaelites or böszörmény. After the
12th century, the word saracenus (Saracen) was also used for Muslims.
The Káliz in Hungary had other roles apart from their military duties. From the 11th century onwards,
the royal moneyers, the managers of royal revenues, and officers of the Treasury and salt office came
from among them. According to Abu Hamid al-Gharnati, an Arabic traveller from Andalusia who spent
three years between 1150 and 1153 among the Muslims in Hungary, the Khwarezmians serving the king
were Muslims, but pretended to be Christians.
The Christian state was rather tolerant towards Muslim subjects. From the 11th century onwards,
a number of laws tried to regulate their integration and conversion, but the punishment for those who
practiced their old faith after Baptism were not severe. At the beginning of the 13th century, due to pressure
from the Catholic Church, it was attempted to exclude Ismaelites and Jews from financial administration,
but apparently King Andrew (András) II (1205–1235) was reluctant to implement these measures.
In the archaeological material of the 10th century, it is impossible to identify regional groups that
would indicate tribal or ethnic affiliation, thus it is impossible to demonstrate that the Kabars had a
contiguous settlement area. According to the principles of the organization of nomadic empires, after
the Conquest the communities of both, the Hungarian tribes and the military auxiliary peoples were
spread all over the country. The Kabars who were under the control of the heir apparent probably
lived in larger numbers in his settlement area, primarily east of the Tisza and in certain parts of the
northeastern Felvidék (the area of modern Slovakia). We meet the Káliz and other Muslims scattered
around various parts of the country: one significant settlement area was in the south, in the Srem region,
near the border with Byzantium. In the mid-12th century they participated in the Byzantine-Hungarian
wars. Recent archaeological research suggests that in the Árpád Period a significant Muslim population
lived in the Middle Tisza region and the southern part of the area east of the Tisza River: in these areas
the amount of pig bones on excavated archaeological sites is surprisingly small, sometimes they are
completely missing.

The Pechenegs
The first known settlement area of the Pechenegs was, according to a mid-8th-century report of an
Uyghur envoy, to the northwest of the Uyghurs, west of the Altai Mountains, around the Upper Irtysh
River. According to this source, they had 5,000 mounted warriors and were in conflict with the
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Uyghurs. From here they moved to the western part of the Kazakh Steppe in the second half of the 8th
or the beginning of the 9th century. In the 9th century, the extent of the settlement area of the Pechenegs
was estimated by contemporary sources to be 30 days’ walk in all directions. To the northeast lived
the Kipchak and Kimek tribes, while their eastern neighbours were the Uzes. The Pechenegs were
separated by a dry, uninhabited wasteland of many days’ walk from the Khazar Empire to the west and
the Khwarezmian state to the south.
During the 9th century, the Pechenegs moved to the west, to the Emba and Ural Rivers region, due
to the attacks of the Kimeks and the Uzes. The victorious campaign of the Samanid amir Ismail ibnAhmed against the Karluks in 893 changed the power relations in the area and initiated a new migration.
Exploiting the weakness of the Karluks, the Kimeks established their own empire, and the Uzes attacked
the Pechenegs, occupied their lands and took their animals. As a consequence, most of the western half
of the Kazakh Steppe came to be completely controlled by the Uzes; the Pechenegs crossed the Volga
and occupied the East European steppe as far as the Dnepr, and after the expulsion of the Hungarians
right up to the Carpathians and the Lower Danube. When the Pechenegs moved to the west, some of
them stayed behind in the east, under the reign of the Uzes. An 11th century list of the Uz tribes included
a tribe called Bechenek.
During the 10th century, the Pechenegs played a significant role in the foreign policy of the Byzantine
Empire as reflected by Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus’ work written between 948 and 952, which
describes the Pechenegs in ten chapters and mentions them in another seven. The first eight chapters
describe how to keep the peace with the Pechenegs and how to use them against other peoples. Around
the middle of the 10th century, the main principle of Byzantine diplomacy towards the peoples north of
the Empire was keeping peace with the Pechenegs.
According to Constantine VII, the Pecheneg realm (Patzinakia) spread between the Lower Danube
and the Don and contained eight provinces and 40 parts or districts. The provinces can be identified
with tribes, the districts with tribal subgroups or clans. There were four tribes west and four tribes east
of the Dnepr along the large, north-south running rivers: Yazi-Kapan, Kabukshin-Yula, Yavdi-Erdim,
Kara-Bay, Kuerchi-Chur, Suru-Kulbey, Boru-Tolmach, Bula-Chaban. The first member of these tribal
names means a colour, while the second member is the name of a dignitary, worn by the leader of the
respective tribe. The colours probably refer to horse colours, thus horses of similar colours might have
been selected for the military elite, the tribal leaders and their retinue.
On the Pontic steppe, and in control of the north-south river routes, the Pechenegs could check the
relationship between the Russian principalities and Byzantium, and could cut off the Kievan Rus’ and
the Eastern Slav tribes from the sea.
By the mid-11th century, the tribal system was completely transformed: the Byzantine historiographer
John Skylitzes reports only 13 tribes. As a consequence of the conflicts between the tribal leaders, large
numbers of Pechenegs moved into the Byzantine Empire and were settled along the Danubian borders
of the Empire, serving as border patrols. After 1074 these Pechenegs participated in the rebellion of the
military of the borderlands, which Emperor Alexios I Komnenos (1081–1118) could crush only in 1091
when he won a decisive battle against the Pechenegs at Lebunion with the help of the Cumans who were
raiding in the Balkans. In the second half of the 11th century, the Uzes and Cumans who appeared on the
East European steppes gradually pushed the Pechenegs towards the western edges of the steppes where
they attacked Byzantium in 1122 for the last time, but Emperor John II Komnenos (1118–1143) defeated
them for good in the battle of Berrhoe. Around the end of the 11th century, the Russian principalities
created from various nomadic groups a vassal border patrol tribal alliance called ‘Black Caps’ (chorniye
klobuki) south of Kiev and Pereyaslavl, along the Ros River; among them, we may expect a significant
Pecheneg population as well.
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Archaeological remains identifiable with the Pechenegs usually comprise the graves of the elite
and warriors containing horse, horse harness and weapons. The dead were interred in wooden coffins
with their head to the west, and the grave was covered by a low mound or was dug into an existing
barrow. The harnessed, partial horse skeleton (the skin with the skull and leg bones in it) is placed
on the left side of the dead. The characteristic Pecheneg artefact types of 10th–11th century nomadic
material remains include horse bits with rigid mouthpiece, round stirrups with narrow tread, leaf-shaped
openwork pendants, discs with five loops, and scissors from female graves. One of the most significant
Pecheneg grave finds was unearthed at Gayevka, near Voronezh in 1904: the horse harness and belt
set included 215 silver-gilt mounts with niello, among others large, leaf-shaped mounts used as strap
distributors. The tendril-palmette, ribbon interlace and double leaf row decoration as well as the special
niello technique testify to an eclectic art that has Byzantine, Norman and steppe roots alike. The find
is dated by a gold coin of the Byzantine Emperor Basil II (976–1025) and Crown Prince Constantine.
Similar horse harness decorations have been found at other archaeological sites in the settlement area
of the Pechenegs: along the Lower Dnepr, in the Crimea, on the left shore of the Volga, in the southern
Urals and north of the Aral Sea.
For a long time, the Principality of Hungary avoided conflict with the Pechenegs. Later on, during
the 10th century, Hungarians and Pechenegs participated together in the raids against Byzantium, for
example in 934, as described by Al-Masudi, an Arabic geographer. A dynastic relationship between
the Hungarians and the Pechenegs was created around 955 when Duke Taksony married a Pecheneg
princess. Around this time, the Pecheneg chief Tonuzaba moved to Hungary and settled with his
populous retinue in the Middle Tisza region. The family estates and clan monastery (Tomajmonostora)
of the Árpád-period Tomaj clan, the descendants of Tonuzaba, were located in this area as well. The
settlement of the Pechenegs along the western border, near Lake Fertő (Neusiedler See), can also be
dated to Taksony’s time. According to the chronicles, the Pechenegs that lived here in the 11th century
carried out border patrol duties.
In the 11th–12th centuries Pechenegs arrived in Hungary in numerous waves. The immigration
described in St. Stephen’s legend, the coming of 60 aristocratic Pechenegs from the direction of
Bulgaria, actually took place during the reign of Andrew (András) I (1046–1060), probably in 1059.
In 1071, Pechenegs in Byzantine service intruded into the country near Nándorfehrvár (Belgrade),
captured prisoners of war, plundered and brought devastation. Consequently, the Hungarians laid siege
to Nándorfehérvár and occupied it after three months. The light cavalry of the Pechenegs that came to
help was routed by the troops led by the count of Sopron, and the captured Pechenegs were taken to
Hungary. After the Battle of Berrhoe in 1122, a group of Pecheneg warriors fled to Hungary. According
to the chronicles, King Stephen (István) II (1116–1131) relied too heavily on them against the Hungarian
nobles who were dissatisfied with his politics.
The nomads that intruded into the country in the second half of the 11th century were called Cumans
by the chronicles, but may have included Pechenegs as well, just like the pagan groups plundering the
eastern parts of the country that were defeated by King Solomon (Salamon) and Princes Géza and
Ladislaus (László) in the Battle of Kerlés.
In the Latin sources of Hungarian history, the ethnonym of the Pechenegs appears in the forms
Bisseni, Bessi, Pecinati and Pincennates. As a place-name it appears as Beseneu, Besenew ~ Bessenew,
and as personal name it has the form Bechenek ~ Bechenegh.
Among the light cavalry troops of the Kingdom of Hungary, Pechenegs appear in 1051, 1074, 1116
and 1146.
The Pechenegs were resettled in various parts of the country in small groups or scattered, thus they
never had a unified organization. Those who arrived early took up Christianity with the Hungarians and
were integrated into the appropriate strata of Hungarian society, the royal court, the system of castle
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districts, religious groups, or in the western borderlands under the border count. There were significant
Pecheneg settlement groups in the west around Lake Fertő (Neusiedler See); in the Rába River region;
in the western part of the Felvidék (modern Slovakia), in the Csallóköz (Žitný ostrov) area; in the valley
of the Sárvíz in Fejér and Tolna Counties; in the Middle Tisza region and the foothills of the Bükk
Mountains; in the Körös River region in the Sárrét area; and south of the Maros estuary. In South
Transylvania Pechenegs appear as border patrol elements in the Cindrel Mountains.
The largest contiguous Pecheneg area stretched southeast of Székesfehérvár, along the Sárvíz, for
about 80 km, as far as the Danube. Here we find Pecheneg estate holders in 46 medieval settlements,
and the population of 30 to 32 villages was either entirely or partly Pecheneg. This resettlement can be
dated to the middle or second half of the 11th century when the borders of the counties and dioceses had
already been established.
The Pechenegs living on royal estates and enjoying collective liberties (libertas Bissenorum) were
directly under the control of the Palatine. Most of the free Pechenegs had a legal status similar to that of
Hungarian warrior serfs (miles); they provided mounted military service and were obliged to go to war
with the king. According to a contemporary description, they were “Pechenegs obliged to war according
to ancient tradition” (…ad terras Byssenorum antiquo more exercituare debencium).
So far there are few archaeological finds in Hungary that can be identified as Pecheneg. At the end of
the 19th century, Géza Nagy suggested that the archaeological heritage of the steppe peoples that settled
in medieval Hungary can be distinguished from the remains of contemporary Christian Hungarians by
the pagan burial rite, with horse and eastern types of weapons and horse harness. Archaeological finds
connected to the Pechenegs have been found primarily in the Sárvíz region. In the 1870s, 11th–12thcentury finds were discovered in the grave of a rich warrior at Sárbogárd–Tinód Puszta (horse bit with
cheek-pieces inlayed with silver rivets, a round stirrup and two sabres). In this region, other sites also
produced Pecheneg-type round stirrups: Alap–Tavaszmajor, Kajdacs–Rókadomb, Kölesd–Itatóhegy,
and Sárszentágota–Felsőtöbörzsök. This type of stirrup was brought to Hungary in the Early Árpád
Period by the Pechenegs; it became widespread among Hungarian light cavalry as well, and its survival
can be demonstrated in the ethnographic evidence. The above-mentioned sites were Árpád-Period
Pecheneg settlements as indicated by contemporary charters.
A few specimen of horse bits with rigid mouthpiece without a joint which spread in the Pecheneg
period have been found in the Carpathian Basin, but cannot be linked exclusively to the Pecheneg ethnic
group since they appear in 10th-century Hungarian cemeteries as well. Such a horse bit was found at
an Early Árpád Period settlement along the Žitava river (at Bajcs–Farkasd Puszta/Bajč–Vlkanovo,
Slovakia), near a village of Pecheneg semi-free farmers which is mentioned in charters from 1209 and
1214.
At Sárbogárd–Templom-dűlő, an 11th–12th-century cemetery of Pecheneg commoners was largely
destroyed by a sand quarry; only eight graves could be excavated. The grave goods of Grave 2 were:
bone plaque of a reflex bow, bone lid, hanging loop and stiffener of a quiver, socketed arrowheads, iron
fragments from sabre and axe, snaffle bit, two stirrups and two horseshoes. The excavated cemetery
part is dated by a dinar of Stephen (István) II.
Star-shaped mace-heads were probably spread by Pecheneg warriors in Eastern Europe, and became
a beloved weapon of close-quarter fighting of Hungarian light cavalry in the 11th–13th centuries. The
Hungarian word for mace, buzogány, is a Kipchak-Turkic loanword (buzgan ‘breaker, destroyer’), thus
it comes from either Pecheneg or Cuman language. The majority of mace-heads in museums are stray
finds, but some of them were found in the vicinity of Pecheneg settlements (Nagykajdacs, Fácánkert–
Kajmádi-sziget, Füzesabony, Paks–Cseresznyés–Akalacs, Kajárpéc) and had presumably been used by
Pechenegs.
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On the basis of archaeological finds and the written sources, it can be established that the Pechenegs
serving as light cavalry still preserved their costume, weaponry and style of warfare and used pagan
burial rites during the 12th century. In a charter of 1067 a road to Pecheneg burials (ad sepulturas
Bissenorum) is mentioned; this probably means barrows (kurgans). It is probable that the later
immigrants – like those in the Sárvíz region – kept their traditions longest.

The Uzes
In the 6th century, the Oghuz tribes formed the eastern branch of a large tribal alliance called Tiele by the
Chinese, between the Altai and Khingan Mountains, with their centre in the Selenge Valley. According
to Turkic inscriptions, the name of their tribal alliance was Toquz Oghuz, meaning ‘Nine Oghuz’. In
the 5th–6th centuries they were part of the Juan-Juan (Rouran or Rúrú/Rúrú) Empire. Between 522 and
630 they lived as a subjugated people in the northern part of the First Eastern Turkic Khaganate. In 630,
in alliance with the Chinese, they participated in the overthrow of the last Eastern Turkic khagan, and
then became subjects of the Chinese. After the foundation of the Second Eastern Turkic Khaganate
(681), they were for a long time at war with the Turks who could subjugate the Oghuz only after heavy
fighting. We can read about this in the runic inscription on Kül Tegin’s memorial stele (732): “The
Tokuz-Oguz people were my own people. As heaven and Earth were in turmoil they rose against us.” In
the end the leaders of the Oghuz had to accept Turkic sovereignty.
In 745 the Uyghurs, the leading tribe of the Toquz Oghuz tribal alliance, defeated the Second Eastern
Turkic Khaganate and established their own empire. After the foundation of the Uyghur Empire, some
of the Oghuz tribes left the tribal alliance and moved to the west-southwest, to the area between the
Lakes Balkhash and Issyk-Kul, and later on to the Syr-Darya region and the steppes north of the Aral
Sea. The resettlement must have happened in the 760–770s, as indicated by information from an Arabic
writer, Ibn al-Athir.
After the victorious campaign of the Samanid amir, Ismail ibn-Ahmed, against the Karluks in 893,
the Oghuz (Uzes) occupied the settlement area of the Pechenegs. In the 10th century the western part
of the Kazakh Steppe was called the Uz Wasteland by Muslim geographers, until the 1030s when the
Kipchaks occupied this region.
It may be a result of extended contact with the Turks that we find names of institutions and offices of
Turkic origin among the 10th-century Uzes. They formed a strong tribal alliance whose military power
was reckoned with by Byzantine diplomacy against the Pechenegs and the Khazars. In 921–922 the
envoy of the Baghdad Caliphate to the Volga Bulgars passed through the land of the Uzes as well. A
member of the embassy, the Arab traveller Ibn Fadlan, wrote a detailed travel report and described
the customs of the Uzes, among others the burial rites of aristocratic Uzes. The description matches
in a number of aspects the burial of an Uz (Tork) warrior excavated by V. A. Gorodtsov around the
beginning of the 20th century in the Donets region. The deceased was interred with his head to the
west, in a coffin, with a sabre to his left and a quiver with arrows to his right. Wooden figurines were
placed at his head and his feet, and a clay vessel was found beside the coffin. The grave pit was covered
by wooden planks, on which lay a harnessed partial horse skeleton and the skeletons of six lambs. The
grave was covered by a mound.
In the mid-11th century the Uzes had to move to the west due to the pressure of the Kipchak-Cuman
tribal alliance. In 1054–1055 they attacked the Russian principalities and crossed the Dnepr. At the
beginning of the 1060s they occupied the steppe between the Bug and Seret rivers. In 1064 they invaded
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the plain on the right bank of the Lower Danube, defeated a Byzantine army that marched against them,
and then roamed all over the Balkans. During the extremely cold winter of 1064–1065, famine and
contagious diseases decimated their population; they therefore withdrew to north of the Danube, and
some of them took service with Byzantium. The Uzes that remained on the steppes settled along the
southern borders of the Russian principalities and became one of the ethnic components of the “Black
Cap” tribal alliance along the Ros River.
The chronicles do not mention the immigration of the Uzes into Hungary, although in smaller
numbers they probably fled to Hungary in the 1060s and 1070s. Such sporadic waves of immigration
are suggested by place-names derived from the Uz ethnonym: Uz, Uza, Uzd, Uzdi, Uzos, Vzund, Uzon,
Uzlar, although these may also derive from personal names. Geographical names suggest that small Uz
groups arriving as immigrants or prisoners of war were resettled primarily in Transylvania, among the
Seklers, as border patrol elements (see Úzi Pass, Úz Creek). Some of the Transylvanian place-names of
Turkic origin are Oghuz-type words, and may be connected to the Uzes.
In the second half of the 11th century, two nomadic incursions can be connected to the Uzes. In 1068
the nomads defeated in the Battle of Kerlés probably constituted a mixed army made up of Pechenegs
and Uzes. The “Cuman” chief Kuteshk who in 1085. instigated by the deposed King Solomon (Salamon),
made an incursion from the northeast with a large army but was defeated by Ladislaus (László) I (1077–
1095), may also have been an Uz chief.
So far, there is no archaeological evidence of the Uz in Hungary. Some scholars think that the stray
finds from Ártánd–Zomplin Puszta that probably come from a grave (two fragments of a chainmail,
eight arrowheads, a snaffle bit and a strap buckle) may have belonged to a 13th-century Uz warrior
who immigrated with the Cumans. In our opinion, however, the objects did indeed belong to an East
European warrior, but they have to be dated much earlier, to the end of the 10th or the beginning of the
11th century, and historical geographical data do not support an Uz ethnic identification.

Cumans in Eastern Europe
At the end of the 10th century, the emergence and expansion of the Khitan Empire set in motion a series
of large migrations in Central Asia that lasted several decades. The immigration of the Cuman-Kipchak
tribes into Europe was one of its last elements, but we have no exact information on the formation
and migration of their tribal alliance. In the first half of the 11th century, a very populous and strong
tribal alliance was created from Turkic-speaking tribes whose core must have been formed by existing
Kipchak tribes, but tribes from the east calling themselves Cuman/Coman also contributed to it. The
meaning of the latter ethnonym is ‘dull, pale yellow, pale’, and in other languages usually the exact
translation of the word is used to denote them (Russian polovets, German Valben, Valwen, Armenian
χarteš, etc.). The 11th–13th-century Cuman tribal alliance was usually called Kipchak by eastern writers,
and Cuman or something equivalent by western writers. The explanation may be that originally the
alliance was formed by two tribal groups with such names.
In 1054/55, according to the Old Russian Chronicles, Cuman vanguards appeared west of the Volga
in the wake of the Uzes. In 1061 and 1068 they already attacked the Russian principalities in the Dnepr
region, and gradually conquered the Pontic steppes. In the 1070s and 1080s, the Cumans took control
of the area between the Dniester and the Lower Danube, but their settlement of these western steppes
happened only in the mid-12th century. Cuman troops appeared on the territory of the Byzantine Empire
for the first time in 1078. In 1091 the Byzantines defeated the Pechenegs in the Battle of Lebunion with
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the help of the Cumans. The Cumans were also regularly at war with the Russian principalities: we
know of 56 campaigns in the period between 1061 and 1210.
The core settlement area of the Cumans was in the Donets region and around the Sea of Azov, but
significant settlement areas could be found along the left tributaries of the Dnieper, on the right bank of
the Dnieper, along the Upper Volga and on the steppes north of the Caucasus. In the 13th century, Kangli
tribes belonging to the Cuman tribal alliance led their nomadic life between the Volga and Ural rivers
and east of the River Ural.
The east-west extent of the settlement area of the Cumans, at its maximum between the mid-12th
century and the Mongol invasion, was 1600 km between the Olt and the Volga rivers, and 500 km
between the Volga and the Ural rivers. In north-south direction, the extent varied due to vegetational
and climatic factors: it was 300–400 km wide between the Lower Danube and the Dnepr, but 500–600 km
between the Dnepr and the Don. Along the River Volga, the steppe extends quite far to the north; here,
their settlement area extended from the Caucasus some 900–1000 km to the north.
Sources indicate significant wealth differentiation and social stratification among the Cumans.
Chiefs usually were politically autonomous, but a khan or paramount chief with supra-tribal political
authority did exist, although he was not a sovereign. Such khans were Bönek, Sharukan and Tugorkan
at the end of the 11th century, Könchek and Köbek at the end of the 12th. Apparently there was ranking
among chiefs: in the 1220s Yuriy, son of Köchek, and Danyiil, son of Köbek, were of the highest rank,
while in the 1230s Köten khan was the paramount chief. By the end of the 12th century, there is evidence
for the emergence of permanent central power, but Cuman society never reached the level of state
formation, and later autonomous development was interrupted by the Mongol invasion.
In the mid-11th century a new archaeological culture appeared with the Cumans west of the Volga,
with burial rites and object types that differed from those of the previous Pecheneg-Uz period. Complete
horse burial, often in a separate grave pit, was an archaic rite from Central Asia. Cuman characteristics
are the east-west orientation of the graves, the covering of burials with planks or beams, and a stone cover
or stones mixed with earth in the burial mound. Nevertheless, various forms of partial horse burial and
orientation to the west continued in the Cuman period as well, which indicates the survival of the previous
nomadic population. New object types appear both in horse harness and weaponry: snaffle bits with thick
mouthpiece, wide stirrups with straight tread, bone plates for the horse harness, and carved bone quiver
ornaments and hanging loops. In the 11th–13th centuries armour-piercing arrowheads are more frequent,
and sabres are longer and heavier, than in the previous period, and rich warriors wear iron helmets and
chainmail. Rich graves also often contain bronze or copper cauldrons with food offerings.
Stone statues representing both men and women, raised for the veneration of the dead, are the
remains of the unique art of the Cumans. From the Codex Cumanicus, we also know the Cuman name
of the statues: sin ‘the effigy of the deceased’. They were never placed above the grave of the deceased,
but on another mound, always facing east, in pairs or groups, in the centre of an area enclosed by a
ring of stones, with sacrificial pits nearby. These could have been the places of the veneration of the
ancestors. The elements of costume, clothes, weapons and jewellery on the statues are identical to the
artefacts found in the graves.

Cumans in the Kingdom of Hungary
With the help of the Dominican Order, the Kingdom of Hungary started the conversion of the Cumans
in the 1220s. In 1227 Bortz, the chief of the Cumans between the Prut and Seret rivers, and his people
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accepted Christianity. In 1229 a new bishopric was established for the Transcarpathian Cumans,
which belonged to the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Esztergom, and the land of the Cumans became
part of the demesne of the King of Hungary under the name Cumania. In 1239, Köten (Kuthen) khan,
the paramount chief of the Cumans, together with most of his people moved to Hungary, fleeing from
the Mongols who had conquered Eastern Europe. King Béla IV (1235–1270) would have liked to use
Cuman warriors to protect the country against the Mongols, but in 1241 Köten khan and his retinue
were killed by an angry mob who thought they were Mongol spies, and as a consequence the Cumans
left the country.
After the Mongol invasion, Béla IV reorganized the defence of the country and in 1245 or 1246
called back the Cumans. He arranged the engagement of the heir apparent, Stephen (later Stephen
[István] V, 1270–1272), to the daughter of the Cuman chief, Elisabeth (Erzsébet), and the wedding took
place in 1254. At this time ten Cuman leaders swore an oath above a dog cut into half that they would
protect Hungary against the Mongols. From then on Cuman light cavalry took part every year in the
campaigns of the Hungarian king against Austria, Styria and Moravia. The most significant battle of
the period fought for the control over the eastern provinces of the Holy Roman Empire took place on
26th August 1278 on the Marchfeld at Dürnkrut, near the Morava River, between Ottokar II, King of
Bohemia and Rudolf of Habsburg, King of Germany. Rudolf’s victory was facilitated to a great extent
by the allied Hungarian royal army and the Cuman auxiliary troops.
In 1279, at the demand of the papal legate, King Ladislaus (László) IV (1272–1290) regulated
the situation of the Cumans by law: he marked out their settlement area, arranged their permanent
settlement, the abandonment of pagan rites and the acceptance of Christian ones, and decided about
their jurisdiction. The Cumans were obliged to set free their Christian prisoners. Although the law
provided the Cumans with certain privileges, the immediate implementation of the provisions regarding
their obligations triggered their discontent, and they rebelled. In 1282 the king defeated the rebellious
Cumans in the Battle of Lake Hód. After this, masses of Cumans fled the country.
The seven Cuman clans received an area to settle down in the central and southern part of the Great
Hungarian Plain. They could settle down on royal estates, but not on ecclesiastic estates or manors
of the nobles. The names of the clans mentioned in 13th–14th-century sources – Chertan, Ilunchuk,
Olas, Koor, and Borchol – can be identified in many cases with eastern Cuman-Kipchak tribal names
(Čurtan, Ulaševiči, Burč-oγlu). Other ancient tribal names have been preserved in place-names and
personal names (e.g. Bajandur, Tokszaba, Barak, Kongrolu). The size of the Cuman population at the
end of the 13th century is estimated at around 40,000. The number of Cuman light cavalry fighting in
the royal army was about 2000–5000.
The Cuman troops played an important role in the army of the Anjou Period as well: they participated
in Louis (Lajos) I the Great’s (1342–1382) campaigns in Italy, Dalmatia, Poland, Halych, Bosnia and
Bulgaria. Their significance started to decrease around the end of the 14th century.
At the beginning of the 15th century, autonomous areas with administrative and judicial rights called
szék were created (Kolbaz-szék, Halas-szék, Kecskemét-szék, Kara-szék, Hantos-szék, Szentelt-szék)
whose centres were market towns or larger villages. Every year these elected captains and a board of
inspection with 12 members; these elected representatives collected the taxes and other tributes for the
king and the Cuman counts. Jurisdiction at the first instance was carried out by the elected judges of the
szék; cases of the second instance were judged by the royal court. This system remained in place until
the Ottoman occupation in the 16th century.
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Cuman costume, weaponry and horse harness
The material remains of the oriental costume of the Cumans have been found in the pagan burials of
their nobility. Another important source for the history of their costume are the murals and miniatures
representing the St. Ladislaus (László) legend which relates the story of the pursuit and defeat of a pagan
Cuman warrior who abducted a Hungarian girl after the Battle of Kerlés in 1068. In these pictures,
Cumans are usually represented wearing a tall, pointed hat and long, side-buttoned caftan or an eastern
type helmet with wire face- and neck-guard and chainmail. Iron helmet and chainmail have been found
in two chiefly graves (Csólyos and Csengele), and their analogies are known from 11th–13th-century late
nomadic graves. The grave in Csólyos yielded two armour plates as well that provided protection for the
shoulder or the knee.
A realistic representation of a bow-mounted quiver can be seen on a mural of the Unitarian church
of Székelyderzs (Dîrjiu, Romania) made in 1419. The new type of Cuman quiver of Central Asian origin
appears on a number of representations: its lid opened sideways and the arrows were placed in it with
their head upwards. In one of the best representations, in the mural of Kakaslomnic (Vel’ká Lomnica,
Slovakia) painted around 1317, the quiver is decorated with carved bone plaques and the lid is closed by
a six-armed Gothic buckle. In certain murals, quivers made of animal fur also appear; these are similar
to 11th-century quivers of the Kithans.
The number of the arrows placed in the grave may have had symbolic significance. In the grave
of Csólyos there were four arrowheads of different types, one of them an armour-piercing type.
The equipment of the chief of Csengele included eight iron arrowheads of three types and one large
bone arrowhead. The grave of Fertőszentmihály yielded two arrowheads. Three graves had sabres
(Felsőszentkirály, Erdőtelek, Kiskunmajsa–Kuklis-tanya) similar to the long-bladed 11th–12th-century
specimens. The Kunszentmárton horse burial contained a western-type two-edged sword with the
representation of a coat of arms on both sides. This was probably a Hungarian product from the end of
the 13th century. Cuman-type twelve-spiked mace-heads are known as stray finds; they have yet to be
found in graves.
Of the 14 isolated pagan burials of Cuman nobles known so far, three contained western-type belts
with ornamental mounts. The gilt-niello decorated belt of Kígyóspuszta is a representative example
of 13th-century knightly culture, and the scene of fighting knights on its buckle reflects the influence
of the art of the French court. The Latin inscriptions on the circular mounts are prayers to patron
saints of knights. The analogies of the silver-gilt belt of Felsőszentkirály are known from the culture
of the European nobility; its 14 mounts with coats of arms show geometric figures characteristic of
13th-century heraldry. It is possible that the owners of these belts acquired these precious elements
of costume in Hungary. The closest archaeological analogy of the belt from Csólyos is known from
Moldova, from the hoard of Voineşti which had been buried during the Mongol invasion.
The grave of Kunszentmárton, with horse and horse harness, produced a thick necklace made of
interwoven silver wires; this may indicate the rank of the deceased since such necklaces are quite rare in
the East European archaeological record of the 11th–13th centuries. The Cuman chief of Chingul Kurgan
had a similar necklace made of electrum.
We have evidence for the female costume from two graves; both can be connected to the first
generation of immigrant Cumans. The rich material of the Balotapuszta grave (164 objects) contained
elements of traditional steppe-type Cuman costume and Byzantine-style goldwork. The so-called
horn-shaped headdress represented on Cuman female statues could be reconstructed from the 83
gilt silver rings of the grave; similar pieces have also been found in the nomadic graves of the Ros
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region. A silver torque and a crystal pendant were also part of the necklace, as is shown on statues.
The Byzantine-Balkan elements of the costume were: two earrings with globular pendant, two filigreedecorated bracelets, altogether 50 silver-gilt stamped mounts belonging to four types that could be sewn
onto clothes, and one biconical looped button. The find is dated by a coin of John III Doukas Vatatzes,
Emperor of Nicaea (1222–1254). The burial of Bánkút, with horse and horse harness, contained a silvergilt torque and a Chinese bronze mirror showing two fish chasing one another, which may have been a
wedding present.
The pagan burials of the nobility disappear at the turn of the 13th–14th century, but the cemeteries
of the 14th–15th-century Cuman settlements produced finds indicating the survival of traditional
costume. The Cumans brought to Hungary earrings with one or three globules (Öttömös, Karcag–
Orgondaszentmiklós, Perkáta) which were a frequently attested type of jewellery in the Balkans.
Another Cuman characteristic was the use of sabretaches decorated with beads and animal bone
amulets (Perkáta), which contained various tools: knife, awl, razor, chert, fire-steel, needlecase, hook
and suspension rings. Around the end of the 13th century, the fashion of stamped silver plates that could
be sewn on clothes spread among the Cumans as well. These objects of Gothic style were used by the
Cumans according to their own customs and adjusted to their traditional costume. They usually wore
them as pectorals on their caftan-like upper clothes, but they also used them as hat decoration or on the
coronet of young women. Graves of the 14th century also produced circular glass mirrors mounted in
leather edging and worn in the chest area (Szabadszállás–Aranyegyháza, Karcag–Orgondaszentmiklós);
they probably had an apotropaic role as well.

Cuman settlements and cemeteries
Despite the regulations of the 1279 law, for a long time the Cumans did not live in permanent houses
and villages, but in temporary camps and movable dwellings such as tents and yurts. Even the more
permanent settlements that emerged later were designated descensus ‘lodging’, Hung. ‘szállás’, since
they were less stationary than the contemporary Hungarian villages and their economy was dominated
by stock-breeding. The Hungarian name szállás remained in use even when they had become completely
stationary and had streets, solid houses and permanent plots. The names of these settlements were often
coined from the name of the Cuman landholder and a -szállása suffix (in 50% of cases). In those cases
where the Cumans settled down in the place of an earlier Hungarian village or its church, their dwelling
was named after the earlier village or church (in 22.5% and 13.8% of cases, respectively). In other cases,
Cuman geographical names and Hungarian words denoting some characteristics of the dwelling were
also used as place-names.
Archaeological evidence suggests that 15th–16th-century Cuman villages were usually located in
areas protected by wet, swampy environments; they usually had an elongated, loosely defined layout with widely spaced houses, some 70 to 100 m from each other. The villages had wide plots with
large farmyards, with buildings for stock-breeding next to the houses (Túrkeve–Móric, Karcag–
Orgondaszentmiklós, Szentkirály). In these settlements the earliest layers usually date to the end of the
14th century, although a few permanently occupied villages are known to have started earlier, from the
end of the 13th century (Perkáta).
The largest number of features from any medieval Cuman settlement is known from Szentkirály
in the Danube-Tisza interfluve: 21 houses, 40 auxiliary buildings and about 300 pits or ditches.
The auxiliary buildings are usually connected to animal husbandry: timber-framed stables, sheds,
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stake-framed pens, reed fences and open cattle byres. The internal lay-out of the plots is determined
from the first phase of the settlement by the pens built in the yard behind the house, probably used
to keep sheep. It is an indication of a particular economic structure and lifestyle that buildings
characteristic of extensive animal husbandry are found within the settlement; in our opinion, this can be
explained with the stock-breeding traditions of the Cuman population.
In the 15th century a new above-ground house type became popular among both Hungarian and
Cuman populations on the Great Plain and its peripheries. It had two or three rooms, arranged as living
room+kitchen or living room+kitchen+pantry, and was usually built in timber-framed technique with
wattle-and-daub walls and a roof supported by a ridge pole. A characteristic innovation is the split
furnace: the living room was heated by a tile stove which was fired from the outside, from the kitchen.
Kitchen activities were carried out on a large, round oven protruding from the back wall of the house,
with a small, freestanding hearth in front of its mouth. The living room had a proper ceiling, making it
smoke free. The stoves made of unglazed tiles are valuable elements of peasant housing culture.
The populations of permanent Cuman settlements buried their dead in churchyards according to
Christian traditions generally followed in the country. Cemeteries could be located next to existing
churches: some communities started to use for burial the churches of villages that had become
depopulated after the Mongol invasion, in many cases as early as the second half of the 13th century
(Öttömös, Csengele–Bogárhát, Karcag–Orgondaszentmiklós, Perkáta). Therefore, early dwellings
should also have been located near the churches. Other cemeteries were established in places that had
no Árpád-Period predecessors. These were probably pagan cemeteries at the time of their foundation,
and the church was built there later, at the end of the 14th or during the 15th century (Kolbázszállás,
Mizse). If the burials also started late, at the same time as the building of the church, then the population
of the settlement must have had previous dwellings somewhere else.
The survival of certain elements of pagan religion can be observed in the permanent cemeteries.
In the 14th-century cemetery of Öttömös, an egg was found in five female graves, which indicates
superstitious customs deriving from fertility magic. In many cases, animal bones (ram’s head, bones of
cattle, horse or sheep) have been found, indicating food deposition or animal sacrifice. Sharp iron objects
(knife, axe, razor or awl) were placed in the graves to warn off malevolent spirits (Orgondaszentmiklós,
Perkáta, Öttömös). The sprinkling of the bottom of the grave with ash and charcoal also served to
protect against the evil eye (Orgondaszentmiklós, Csengele). Glass mirrors found in the pectoral area
of the skeletons may also have had a magic, apotropaic role (Aranyegyháza, Orgondaszentmiklós). The
deposition of everyday functional objects (knives, needlecases, awls, fire strikers, etc.) in the graves also
reflects the traditional belief that these objects will be needed in the afterlife. The wearing of animal
bones – dog’s and wolf’s teeth, boar tusk, snails with turreted shell (Perkáta) – as amulets around the
neck can also be identified as a pagan custom.

The Jász in Hungary
The predecessors of the Jász were the Central Asian Jassic tribes that belonged to the North Iranian
peoples; some of them merged with the Alans who lived in the northern foothills of the Caucasus and
practised developed agriculture, animal husbandry and craft production. This population established
settlements in the forest steppe of the Don–Donets region as early as the reign of the Khazar Khaganate.
In the 11th–13th century, an Alan-Jász population lived within the Cuman tribal alliance, too.
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The sources are silent regarding the date and circumstances of the immigration of the Jász, and
the first information indicating their presence is from the beginning of the 14th century. In 1323 King
Charles (Caroberto) I (1308–1342) bestowed liberties on 18 Jász (Jazones), relocated them among the
Jász providing military service for the king, and allowed them to elect a captain – that is, a judge – for
themselves.
Between 1350 and the 18th century, Latin sources call the Jász “Philistines” in an archaic way
(Philistei seu Jazones). In his work written at the end of the 15th century, Petrus Ransanus, the humanist
historiographer, identified the Jász with the ancient Iazyges. This name appears in official records and
on maps from the 17th century onwards. At the beginning of the 19th century, the official name of the
Jász District was Districtus Jazygum.
The Jász probably arrived in a number of waves, in smaller groups from the mid-13th century, and
their settlement areas are scattered all around the country. Jász are mentioned in the western part of the
Pilis Mountains from 1325, and the famous Jász–Latin glossary (38 Jász words, primarily the names of
animals, crops and foodstuffs with their Latin, and sometimes Hungarian, equivalents) was prepared
from the languages of these locals in the early 15th century. Jász settlements are known south of the
River Timiş (Temes) as well. A privileged area of the Jász emerged in the 15th century in the valleys of
the Zagyva and Tarna rivers, but Jász settlements are known here already in the 13th century.
In the Jászság area, an administrative and judicial unit outside the county system was created in
the 15th century, the so-called szék in which delegates of the four most significant settlements and the
judge of Berényszállás (Jászberény) together formed the court of law of the szék and authenticated their
decisions with the seal of the Jász community.
The most significant archaeological excavation in the Jászság area was carried out at medieval
Négyszállás. Part of the settlement, the two medieval churches of the village and the churchyards
around them could be excavated. In the 13th–14th century, the population lived in single-room, semisubterranean houses while at the turn of the 14th–15th centuries above-ground, two-room buildings
appeared. Auxiliary buildings include rectangular pens, crop storage pits and open-air hearths. The
remains of circular buildings of unknown function, with foundation ditches and stone debris, were
also found. Cemetery I of Négyszállás produced 454 graves, Cemetery II 568. The Jász who buried
here were not pagans, but followed Eastern Christianity, indicated by the reliquary crosses around their
necks and the ritual hand positions of the dead. Traces of customs derived from ancient Iranian religion
can also be observed: charcoal on the bottom of the grave indicates that evil spirits were chased away
with fire before the burial. Animal bone amulets or anthropomorphic bronze amulets worn around the
neck were frequent grave-goods. Men were buried with their characteristic weapon, a single-edged
short sword, the so-called kinjal which was worn on a belt across the shoulder. The elements of female
costume included oriental earrings, and a necklace of beads and cowrie shells. The two sides of outer
garments were connected by a pair of silver-gilt discs. The bag of Jász women contained a bronze or
bone needlecase, an iron needle and a bronze thimble.

Desertion and resettlement
The first phase of the desertion of villages in Hungary in the 13th–14th centuries affected the Cumans
and the Jász who had not yet been completely incorporated into the Hungarian settlement system. There
were some short-lived, semi-permanent farms that had difficulties adapting to the feudal system, such
as the Cuman dwellings that appear only once in 14th-century sources and left no traces in place-names.
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Some Cuman settlements were abandoned during the 15th century since on their sandy soils extensive
animal grazing caused the degradation of the vegetation, as confirmed by geoarchaeological research.
This process was exacerbated by a plague in the 1450s in the region, causing the desertion of a series of
settlements.
In the 16th–17th centuries Turkish military campaigns and permanent warfare were the main causes of
desertion. From 1541 onwards, the area inhabited by the Cumans and the Jász became part of the Ottoman
Empire, together with the central and southern part of the country. In 1548 King Ferdinand I (1526–1564)
mandated the castle of Eger to collect the tax from the Cumans and the Jász. From the tax census of Eger
and the Tukish defters (tax registers) we know that the number of communities gradually decreased. The
end of the 16th century, the time of the Fifteen Year War (1593–1606), was a period of significant destruction
when the Crimean Tatar troops stationed in Hungary devastated the country year after year. Only a few
settlements remained in Hantos-szék in the Kiskunság (Lesser Cumania), and in the Nagykunság (Greater
Cumania) and Jászság regions; the population fled and returned only many years later.
In the second half of the 16th century, extensive animal husbandry, especially cattle breeding for
commercial purposes, surged, and the pasture area increased considerably due to the desertion
of villages. In the mid-17th century, about 250,000 heads of cattle were kept in the pastures of the
Kiskunság region; they were later transported to foreign markets.
The disintegration of the Cuman szék system had started in some regions before 1526 when the centre
of the unit became the private estate of a feudal lord (Szentelt-szék, Halas-szék). The autonomy of the
Cumans in the Kiskunság region ceased when the centre of the szék moved from Halas to Kecskemét, and
was divided into four small units in the mid-16th century. In Hantos-szék in Transdanubia, the settlements
that remained after the Turkish campaign of 1526 were conferred as serf villages by King John (János) I
(1526–1540), thus the szék ceased to exist. Kolbaz-szék in the Nagykunság area and the autonomous
organization of the Jász, the Jász szék, remained functional until the end of the liberation wars. The
villages of the Jász area and their populations managed to survive the period of Ottoman rule with the
least losses. At the end of the 17th century, the Jászkun District was formed through the organization of
the chamber administration, with its centre in Jászberény. Its component parts were the Jász District,
the Nagykun District and the Kiskun District. The liberation wars against Ottoman rule again brought
significant devastation. The 1699 chamber register lists only five inhabited places in the Kiskunság area.
In the Nagykunság only one settlement, Karcagújszállás, was inhabited, with 78 families and 30 additional
farmers who had moved away earlier, but returned right at the time of the census. In the Jászság the 1699
census registered 11 inhabited settlements. During the census the imperial court assessed the population
and wealth of the Jászkunság area, and after revoking the privileges of the Cumans and the Jász, sold the
Jászkun District to the Teutonic Knights in order to mitigate the costs of the war. The population of the
Jászkun District could escape serfdom only by paying the whole purchase price (redemptio of 1745), and
were thus able to recover their rights and privileges.
Privileged districts beyond the county system were abolished in 1876 when the Jászság and Nagykunság
areas were annexed to Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok county, and Kiskunság to Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kiskun county.
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